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Monday 11 January 2021
Dear Parents
Parent events in spring term
We are pleased to alert you to a range of virtual parent events coming up in the spring term, to which you are,
as always, very warmly invited:
Event

Year grp

When/where

How to sign up

Rules, Routines and Boundaries with Jacqui Summers and Cathy
Basiel Find out how to organise and maintain a manageable and
do-able structure during this second lockdown and time for remote
learning for most! Explore some of the barriers and find some
practical strategies to be kind to yourselves and your children at this
time, as well as making sure expectations are clear, realistic and
consistent.

ALL

Tuesday 12
January, live
session via
Zoom

No need –
invitation has
been sent via
parent mail

Relationships and Sex Education with Rebecca Eldridge
Sharing the new guidance from the government regarding
Relationships and Sex Education and how we will be implementing
this at Grange Park through our new scheme of learning for PSHE.

ALL

WB 18
January
recorded
session

Recorded
session will be
uploaded onto
the website

Virtual coffee morning for parents of children with ASD with
Karen Ayres
Share understanding and successful strategies to support children, as
well as get to know other parents of children with Autism Spectrum
Disorder.

Key
parents

Learning conversations with class teachers
A short meeting and discussion with your child/children’s class teacher
to see how they are getting on and how you can support them at home
with their learning and moving forward through the year. This will be
done via a phone call.

Wednesday
20 January
10am via Zoom

Invitation will
be sent to key
parents

ALL

Thursday 11
February
Afternoon

Sign up for the
phone call via
parent mail

Mental health workshop with Karen Ayres and Colin Williams
Workshop for parents to explore resources and strategies to boost
mental health support for their child, encouraging them to talk more
confidently a
 bout the anxieties and concerns they feel as a result of the
coronavirus pandemic.

ALL

Wednesday 3
February
10am via Zoom

No need
invitation will
be sent out
via
parent mail

Maths workshop with Tracy Murray
A series of presentations will be posted on the website to support
parents with the calculation policy we use at Grange Park. Each video
will cover one of the four operations.

ALL

Monday 1
March

Recorded
sessions will
be uploaded
on the
website.

Virtual parent workshops will be watched live and some will be pre-recorded, so it can be watched at a
convenient time for all parents. There will be a question and answer section during each live workshop. There
will be additional workshops arranged for the summer term, about which we will send out information in due
course. Parents will also have the opportunity to suggest areas for content that will help them to best support
their children, so look out for this in the near future.
Kind regards
Tijen Hassan, Headteacher

